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RELATIONSHIP DRIVEN ANALYSIS
Today’s government agencies are dealing with
increasingly complex challenges within a more
interconnected but scattered IT ecosystem, driving
them to embrace a variety of new mission critical
practices for data analysis. While advancements
in detection technology have been made over the
last 15 years, analysis to determine problem root
cause, triage security alerts, and understand cyber
attacker intent is still a slow, manual process. This
creates scalability problems for those analysts
faced with a growing number of infrastructure and
security alerts in an environment where there are
already not enough cyber security professionals to
meet demand.
In a recent study* of over 140 government cyber
security analysts, the combination of analysis
processes and technology solutions resulted in an
inaccurate insider threat attribution 41.7% of the
time.

To improve these outcomes, solutions delivered to
Government users and purchasers must:
• Increase analysis speed and efficiency by reducing
analysis steps
• Facilitate collaboration between analysts to
increase accuracy
• Reduce the burden of data platform
management to ensure continuous analysis
• Be useful for multiple use cases across
IT operations, application performance
troubleshooting, and security.
There’s no better technology to meet these
challenges than a Continuous Data Analysis solution
such as Gemini Enterprise. Gemini’s solution enables
users to continuously analyze data using machine
reasoning driven graph technology, simplify data
platform management for analysis, and easily share
analysis with colleagues in the form of stories.

Gemini Enterprise:
Translate Data into Knowledge Using Machine Reasoning
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*Kelly, Ryan F. (2017). The insider threat to cybersecurity: How group process and ignorance affect analyst accuracy and promptitude. Calhoun Institutional Archive
of the Naval Postgraduate School
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Governments around the world already use graph
technology to visualize disparate data connections,
fight crime, prevent terrorism, improve fiscal
responsibility and provide transparency to their
citizenry. However, the graph database alone
will not move the needle far enough to increase
speed of analysis, reduce the burden of managing
the underlying data platform, and facilitating
collaboration. Often, those organizations that
acquire a generic graph database quickly realize
the level of services required to create an extensible
data ontology is costlier than the solutions itself.
Additionally, setting up and managing data
platforms needed for analysis is complex and often
consumes company talent needed elsewhere.
Finally, the process of finding and understanding
connections and relationships in data is the most
time consuming and error prone parts of the
analysis process.

THE NEED FOR MACHINE REASONING
Machine reasoning, a form of AI, empowers a
machine to be able to learn a data ontology
consisting of data elements and relationship
labels. Once learned, the machine can read data
and create relationships across data types and
in context. Gemini Enterprise reads all your data
elements (IP addresses, identities, error messages,
ports, applications, etc.), assigns cross data type
the relationships and stores them for the analyst.
This means that the analyst no longer needs to
perform complex searches and pivot across data
types. Removing these steps speeds up the analysis
process.
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Machine reasoning has the added benefit of
inference. Most analysis is performed using available
data. But what about unavailable data from
unknown hosts. Machine reasoning can discover
hosts whose existence is inferred in existing data
and treat these hosts as real for the purpose of
analysis.

WHY COLLABORATION IS IMPORTANT
The study of government GS-12 security analysts
also found that analysts working together were
significantly more accurate in their conclusions that
those who worked on problems alone. However,
collaboration often resulted in slower time-toanswer. This is because each individual analyst
communicates in a slightly different lexicon and
uses slightly different methodologies to perform
analysis. Team members working together end
up, often without knowing it, negotiating process
and communication methods. This slows down the
analysis process.
Having a built-in ontology that automatically
connects facts and relationships preempts these
negotiations. This unifies communication and makes
analysis more accurate by eliminating analysis
process steps and removing barriers that keep
analysts in individual silos.

TIME LOST TO DATA PLATFORM
MANAGEMENT
On the surface, data analysis would seem to have
little dependency on platform management. Yet,
robust data stores are essential in performing
accurate, meaningful analysis. Furthermore, when
analysts feel like they are in the grips of “data
overload” it’s not because they have too much data,
it is because they don’t have enough context.
Big data platforms still have relatively low levels
of automation and bulk configuration capabilities
that would make the on-boarding context data and
overall platform management simple. Addressing
management and deployment complexity makes
adding lower value context data and data platform
management easier and less likely to the subject of
trade-offs.
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SUPPORT FOR MULTIPLE USE CASES
In government organizations, operational and
security risks span the widest number of use cases.
Tracking cyber spies, maintaining data integrity,
military supply chain management, drug testing
and research, waste and fraud, and maintaining
the availability of essential services all require
understanding relationships in data needed for
problem solving and risk reduction. Solutions that
are “domain specific” (i.e. security or IT operations)
don’t support the breadth of analysis needed for a
holistic view of a problem that can cross multiple
use cases or spans departmental silos.

GEMINI ENTERPRISE
Gemini Enterprise confronts the problems of
analysis scale, accuracy, speed and collaboration
holistically, driving enterprise awareness. Use
cases of security, E-government, data integrity,
network operations, insider threats, master data
management, supply chain security, transaction
tracing, fraud detection and more, can be supported
in separate investigations or as part of a single
investigation.
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Realize greater analysis efficiency and the ability
for multiple analysts to have continuity across
a single investigation. Additionally, analysts can
easily communicate with management and vice
versa using Stories. Gemini’s graph ontology
automatically connects the dots between data and
gets all persons at multiple levels in the organization
saying and quickly understanding the same thing.
The organization can finally take advantage of the
advancements in big data and detection technology
because analysis can now scale to meet the
challenges associated with a deluge of information
and varying technologies. Finally, the automation
of multiple steps in the analysis process speeds
analysis and reduces risks.
For Public Sector agencies, it is now possible to
“connect the dots” of an attack inside the attack
chain timeline leading to faster problem solving,
reduce mean time to resolution for operations use
cases, and create a system of record to support
compliance teams.

Gemini provides Continuous Data Analysis. We translate data into knowledge using machine reasoning. With Gemini Enterprise, gain enterprise knowledge
and awareness, accelerate analysis with AI, and simplify management of big data platforms. Designed for modern architectures, Gemini Enterprise reduces
complexity in the cloud or on premises. Gemini Data was founded and built by experts from Splunk, ArcSight, and AppDynamics that understand the
importance of building awareness across the enterprise. Find more information at geminidata.com or follow us on Twitter @geminidataco.
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